Land recycling leads to neighborhood revitalization
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Thanks to ELDI’s successful tax delinquent property strategy, East Liberty’s housing market has
stabilized.

When stakeholders came together to
create the first Community Plan in
1999, they outlined a vision for East
Liberty that included maintaining and
improving housing on residential blocks.
Disinvestment had led to trash litering
the streets, blocks of abandoned homes
and very few home sales in the
neighborhood.

delinquent and abandoned properties,
ELDI had to acquire all the abandoned
properties in East Liberty. By working
with the City of Pittsburgh through its
Land Reserve, ELDI acquired all 59
such properties.
The properties were “mothballed,” or
boarded up until the right time for
development.

Success
The strategy worked. Of the original 59
abandoned properties, 76 percent of
those have been “permanently recycled”:
18 properties now belong to new
homeowners, 31 are affordable rental
units and 12 properties are now
community gardens or side lots.

Not only has this strategy given homes
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The Problem

East Liberty Development, Inc. (ELDI) is dedicated to
revitalizing East Liberty. We are a Community Based
Organization (CBO) that plans, advocates, facilitates and
invests in our neighborhood.

